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Abstract 
In this paper Business Intelligence students developed a criteria framework which might 

help to evaluate today’s ETL tools. After setting up the framework they used the framework to 
compare and evaluate Microsoft SQL Integration Service, an open source leader known as 
Pentaho Integration Services, and ETI High Performance Corporate Data Integration. The results 
are shown in a straightforward chart approach. Furthermore, in their finding the students 
revealed the differences between these tools based on their criteria framework and they made 
suggestions who should implement which ETL program. 
 

Introduction 
Modern businesses face many new challenges because of the vast amount of connectivity 

brought upon by advances in computer technology. Even small companies can generate large 
amounts of customer data, sales information, or inventory details on a daily basis. In a world of 
terabytes upon terabytes of data there is a very real need to make sense of the raw data in order to 
make informed decisions about their business. Making sense of this raw data can be a 
monumental task without the right tools. There is a need to remain competitive in the business 
environment so many professionals turn to business intelligence tools. Business Intelligence is 
the delivery of accurate, useful information to the necessary personnel in order to facilitate 
effective decision making (Larson, 2008). They soon realize that developing business 
intelligence solutions can be very expensive. Business intelligence tools can cost thousands of 
dollars, but if used correctly they can help generate future revenue for many years to come. 
There are many different tools for business intelligence such as Data Mining, OLAP, and Data 
Warehousing, but there is a crucial component that is at the foundation of Business Intelligence. 
The crucial component is ETL (Extraction, Transformation, and Loading) tools. ETL tools are 
important for Business Intelligence because your results are only as accurate as the input you 
feed it. ETL is the one of the most important bases you must cover when evaluating any Business 
Intelligence tool. The process of using ETL is one the most time consuming portions when trying 
to develop your business intelligence, but choosing the right ETL tool is a fundamental step in 
achieving your strategic goals. There are hundreds of software solutions out there today all 
promising the fastest and most accurate results. Some software packages can cost thousands 
while others may cost a small fortune. How can one ever be sure they are making the right 
decisions when investing their company’s finances? The truth of the matter is that every business 
environment is different, but there are general guidelines that can be used to evaluate any set of 
ETL software. 

  
Objective 

The purpose of our research paper is to provide a framework of criteria which might help 
to evaluate ETL tools. Furthermore we are evaluating three ETL tools based on these criteria 
which we think are suitable for an ETL tool to have. In this comparison we are aiming to 
compare current market leaders as well as provide awareness for open source software as an 
alternative ETL solution. We will be putting three different programs against each other to 
determine the best overall choice according to a specific set of criteria. We will be evaluating 
Microsoft Integration Services (MSIS) because of Microsoft’s status as a market leader in 
technology. We will also be evaluating Pentaho Integrations Service (PIS) as the open source 
solution which is beginning to make a name for itself because of its large toolset (Pentaho 
Corporation, 2010). The final ETL tool that we will be evaluating is ETI High Performance 
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Corporate Data Integration (ETI). We chose ETI because of high search rankings when 
beginning our research; we gathered that it was a fairly strong competitor in the ETL 
marketplace. 

ETL Processes 
ETL is a part of Business Intelligence (BI) and usually the starting point for BI. To better 

understand ETL,  let us first understand what its abbreviation means: ETL is better know as 
Extract, Transform and Load. It is a process which is used to extract data from different systems 
and  transform that data into a structure that can be used to create reports and analyze data.  The 
data then can be loaded into a database from this point on. Today’s ETL is  more robust and has 
more to offer end users.  For example, it offers  data profiling and data quality control, in 
addition to data  cleansing and on-demand data integration service just to name a few modern 
enhancements.  There are several individual steps that make up the  ETL process. The first step 
in the ETL process is Extracting data from the source.  In this step, the selected software extracts 
data from different sources.  These sources can be data within the software ( internal) or it can be 
data from outside the software (external).  In the second step, ETL transforms the data once the 
data has been moved into  the staging area, where it  becomes one platform and one database. At 
this point, the user can begin to  join and unionize tables and filter or sort the specific data  to be 
used.  In the third step, ETL data is loaded into the Business Intelligence data warehouse, which 
is its final destination.  This is the location of the loaded data and is  typically used to create fact 
and dimension tables (ETL).  

 
Research Method 

To conduct our research we needed to create a framework of criteria which would allow 
us to compare the ETL tools against each other. Our criteria are found in the functionalities, 
requirements and characteristics of each ETL tool. To reveal the importance in functionalities, 
requirements, and characteristics of each ETL tool and to be able to compare them against each 
other we conducted research in different articles, journals and books. After analyzing these 
journals we successfully revealed the criteria and its categories which will allow us to compare 
and rate ETL program against each other. All these criteria were adopted and categorized in our 
criteria framework. Originally we had a five categories, but we removed the category named 
“Connectivity” but because the ETL tools did not differ in terms of connectivity. The categories 
of the framework are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1 
Categories

Price

Functionality

Ease of Use

Architecture  
 

Price 
We created the category “Price” during the framework building process because the 

Oracle Expert Ian Abramson weighted costs an important factor when rating ETL tools 
(Abramson). Furthermore, we included in this category all criteria which are related to costs such 
as the criteria “License Cost”, “OS Costs”, “Support Costs” and “Hardware cost”.  

The criterion “License Cost” was implemented to compare the ETL tools based on costs 
which occur by buying one license. Furthermore, the criterion “OS Costs” was introduced to 
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compare the tools based on operating system costs. Next, the criterion “Support Costs” was setup 
to gain information about the difference in costs for additional service support. Finally, the 
criterion “Hardware cost” was implemented to reveal the difference in cost to buy the hardware 
which is needed to run the program. All mentioned price criteria are compared in dollar values. 

 
Functionality 

The category “Functionality” was setup to compare and evaluate the functionalities of our 
ETL tools. According to the author Mark Madsen from Information Management Direct the 
criteria in this category basically determines if you are able to process your data (Madsen, 2008). 
After determine the functionality category as an important category we started to determine each 
criteria. Research was basically based on journals from the author Mark Madsen who provides us 
with many important ETL criteria. After conducting the research we decided to implement the 
following criteria “Basic processing support”, “Performance”, “Transformations”, “Cleansing”, 
“on-demand support”, “Secure Packages”, “ETL reporting”, “Scheduling”, “Metadata”, 
“Rollback”, “Connectivity”, “Calculation”, “Data Warehouse support”, “Aggregation”, and 
“Reorganization”. Possible values for all criteria in this category can only be “yes” or “no” 
indicating that the criteria is supported or not is not supported. 

The criterion “Basic processing support” was adopted form the Clickstream Data 
Warehouse book where an ETL tool should be capable of importing the data and being capable 
of processing this data sequentially (Lombard, Sweiger, Madsen, & Jimmy Langston, 2002). 
Furthermore, this criterion includes robust SQL support (Lombard, Sweiger, Madsen, & Jimmy 
Langston, 2002). The criteria “Performance” should allow us the reveal the performance of the 
tool. Tools matching this criterion must be able to handle large amount of data and must be faster 
than other tools. The criterion “Transformations” was adopted because transformation appears to 
be the most important part of the ETL process. If this criterion is matches the tool is able to 
handle prebuilt transformations but this criterion here does not reveal any information about the 
kind of transformation performed. The different kinds of transformation are handled in the 
criteria “Cleansing”, “Calculation”, and “Aggregation”. Furthermore, according to Mark Madsen 
“Cleansing” should include a cleanup and a way to synchronize data automatically (Madsen, 
2008). If the criterion “Calculation” is matched, the tool will be able to calculate all basic 
mathematical and statistical functions. According to the author Mark Madsen all these mentioned 
transformation criteria are important and the ETL system should be able to handle them 
(Madsen, 2008). “On-demand support” is met when the system is able to deliver data ad-hoc and 
in real time. Usually “on-demand support” is given in very powerful systems. The criterion 
“Secure Packages” should express the ability of an ETL tool having certain features to secure the 
data (Abramson). If the “ETL reporting” criterion is matched the tool is able to provide a report 
on every process done. “Scheduling” provides the tool with the ability to plan tasks and run the 
process automatically. The criterion “Metadata” provides the ETL tool with the ability to 
integrate and handle data marts across business units (Mimno, Myers & Holum, 2001). If 
“Rollback” is matched the tool is able to undo the last transaction. Being able of satisfying the 
criterion “Connectivity” requires the software of being able to handle multiple storage formats 
such as flat file and different kind f databases (Lombard, Sweiger, Madsen, & Jimmy Langston, 
2002). Furthermore, we decided that the criterion is matched if the following database support is 
given: ADO, ADO.NET, CACHE, EXCEL, FILE, FLATFILE, FTP, HTTP, MSMQ, 
MSOLAP100, MULTIFILE, MULTIFLATFILE, OLEDB, ODBC, SMOServer, SMTP, 
SQLMOBILE, WMI, ORACLE, SAPBI, TERADATA, and COBOL LEGACY. The setup 
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criterion “Data Warehouse support” reflects the possibility of the software to load the data 
directly in the data warehouse. Finally, if the criterion “Reorganization” is matched if the ETL 
software is able to organize the data after the data is loaded and transformed into the database 
(Madsen, 2008).  

 
Ease of Use 

 To determine information about the usability of the ETL Tools we created the category 
“Ease of Use”. According to Mark Madison it is difficult to establish criteria here because every 
user has different preferences how a program should work (Madsen, 2008). After research we 
established the following criteria for comparison in this category “Completeness of the GUI”, 
“Custom Code”, “Integrated Toolset”, “Debugging support”, and “Source Control”. Possible 
values for all criteria in this category can only be “yes” or “no” indicating that the criteria is 
supported or not is not supported. 

The criterion “Completeness of the GUI” should reflex in our evaluation that a good 
visual interface is given. Furthermore, according to Mark Madsen the better the visual interface 
the easier the extracts are to write (Madsen, 2008). The next criterion “Custom Code” will allow 
the user to enter source code or to highly customize the process. The criterion “Integrated 
Toolset” is matched if the user has the possibility to purchase addition tools or add-ons for the 
product when the ETL tools are not integrated in one program (Madsen, 2008). If the criterion 
“Debugging support” is matched the user can set breakpoints to easier analyses errors (Madsen, 
2008). The criterion “Source Control” should make it easy for the user to easily select and 
integrate different sources. 

 
Architecture 

The criteria category “Architecture” was setup to gather information about the hardware 
and operating system (OS) support by the software in terms of platform, backup and 
performance. According to the book from the Clickstream Data Warehouse each ETL product 
supports different architecture (Lombard, Sweiger, Madsen, & Jimmy Langston, 2002). In this 
category we implemented the criteria “Platform independent”, “Expandable”,” Recovery”, and 
“Backup”. Possible values for all criteria in this category can only be “yes” or “no” indicating 
that the criteria is supported or not is not supported. 
 The book about the Clickstream Data Warehouse states that it is important to know what 
platform is supported. Furthermore, it might happen that the ETL tool supports only a low end 
platform such as Windows NT (Lombard, Sweiger, Madsen, & Jimmy Langston, 2002). 
Therefore we implemented the criterion “Platform independent” to show if the ETL tool can be 
installed on multiple platforms. The criterion “Expandable” was chosen to see if it is possible to 
easily modify and upgrade the hardware architecture. If the criterion “Recovery” or “Backup” is 
matched, the ETL tool is able to perform a Recovery or a Backup on the architecture. 
 After setting up the criterion framework consistent of our categories and the criteria we 
decided not weight the categories and its criteria. We decided against a weight scale because you 
might need just little functionality or you might value a lower price or better appearance more 
than many functions. It depends on you requirements or preferences for the program which 
program might be best. Therefore, just the criteria and the match with the program are shown in 
our evaluation in the next paragraphs. 
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Tool Description 

Tool 1 - Microsoft Integration Service 
Microsoft Integration Service seems to be one of the most robust systems and it is evident 

in the pricing of the software. It is meant to handle large enterprises and comes with some hefty 
support costs as well as operating systems because it requires a Microsoft Server operating 
system.  

Microsoft Integration Service (MSIS) appears to be a good equipped ETL tool according 
to its functionalities. Furthermore, MSIS supports nearly all functional criteria’s from our criteria 
framework except the “Cleansing” criteria. According the MSIS website it appears that MSIS 
supports next to the criteria’s “Basic processing support” also advanced ETL criteria’s from our 
framework such as “Transformation”, “Real-Time support”, “Secure Packages”, and 
“Scheduling”. Furthermore, it appears that MSIS supports based on our criteria framework the 
criteria’s “on-demand support”, and “ETL reporting”. Microsoft says about MSIS that MSIS is 
the fastest ETL Tool on the market. For this reason MSIS satisfied the criteria “Performance” 
(Microsoft, 2009). The “Metadata” criterion for MSIS appears to be one of the strongest points 
for the software. MSIS allows for many connectivity options to many databases as described in 
the criteria description. It matches from our criteria advanced calculations when combine 
aggregate data and allows the tool to recover from a catastrophe with the rollback.  
 Microsoft Integration Service (MSIS) appears to be fundamentally easy to use according 
to its ease of usefulness. Furthermore, MSIS supports nearly all criteria’s from our criteria 
framework except the generation of custom code. According to the MSIS website it appears that 
MSIS supports most of the criteria listed under our criteria framework; such as the 
“Completeness of the GUI,” “Integrated Toolsets,” “Debugging Support,” and “Source Control.”  
With the combination of the GUI, Integrated toolsets, debugging support, and source control 
make MSIS one of the most easy to use ETL tool on the market.  
 Microsoft Integration Service (MSIS) appears to have some limitations according to its 
architecture criteria (Microsoft, 2009). Furthermore, this limits also the ability to easily upgrade 
the system because a change in hardware needs most of the time also a change in license. MSIS 
supports only platforms which are based on Microsoft Operating Systems (Microsoft, 2009). The 
ETL tool appears that they offer the backup and recovery feature through the “MSDB Database” 
(Microsoft, 2009).  

 
Tool 2 - Pentaho Integration Service 

Pentaho Integration Service is very inexpensive for any organization to utilize because of 
its open source nature. There is a commercial version available, but we were unable to find a 
price for that. Support costs are usually avoided if you utilize the online community. 

Pentaho Integration Service (PIS) appears to support just new advanced features next to 
the criteria “Basic processing support” from our criteria framework. Furthermore, PIS appears to 
have some limitations such as limitation to the file size / performance in its free open source 
edition which might not exist in the commercial Edition. The “Calculation” portion of the 
software is limited to basic calculations like simple arithmetic and simple data joins. This was 
one of the other main functions that can clearly hurt this software tool. For being a free program, 
PIS supports still more advanced criteria’s such as “Transformation”, “Cleansing”, and 
“Scheduling” (Pentaho Corporation, 2010).  
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Pentaho Integration Service (PIS) appears to supports 4 out of 5 of our framework 
criteria. Pentaho being open source software allows administrators to utilize its new drag and 
drop environment feature to optimize the overall usability of the system. According to the PIS 
website, PIS allows for a more enterprise-class performance and scalability.  The only criterion 
that PIS has not been able to incorporate within its overall usability is Debugging support 
(Pentaho Corporation, 2010).  

Pentaho Integration Service (PIS) architecture seems to support all different kinds of 
operating system including Windows, Linux and many other operating systems and therefore 
matches our criteria (Pentaho Corporation, 2010). Furthermore, the criteria “Expandable” is 
matched because running on a Linux machine would easily allow expanding the capabilities. In 
the here tested free edition the “Backup” and “Recovery” criteria are not met. Furthermore, by 
purchasing the Enterprise Edition would bring more service and also the Recovery and backup 
features to PIS (Pentaho Corporation, 2010).  

 
Tool 3 - ETI High Performance Corporate Data Integration 

ETI was the hardest of the software tools to find a pricing scale. We made estimates 
based on a percentage to give us a baseline figure. ETI is only an ETL software completely so 
we don’t anticipate the cost to be too expensive.  

ETI High Performance Corporate Data Integration (ETI) appears to support average 
many criteria’s from our criteria framework. The following functional criteria’s are supported. 
ETI supports “Basic processing support”, “Transformation”, “Cleansing”, and “on-demand 
support”. ETI has very strong “Metadata” capabilities, while it is able to generate reports using 
only metadata; it also has scripts which are able to generate consistent program documentation 
using the metadata. We were unable to determine if ETI would support “Rollback” features as 
they did not specifically state that in any source. For “Calculation” we also noted that ETI is able 
to change the datatype of a source if necessary. Furthermore, it appears that ETI supports very 
large data and that ETI is focused on the criteria “Performance” (ETI, 2008).  

ETI High Performance Corporate Data Integration (ETI) appears to supports the average 
amount of criteria framework as our other evaluations. The following functional criteria’s are 
supported. ETI supports “Completeness of the GUI,” “Custom Code,” “Integrated Toolsets,” 
“Source Control.”  Furthermore it appears that ETI is focused on the ability to create custom 
code that works best for the business that is utilizing its integrated services.  

ETI High Performance Corporate Data Integration (ETI) appears to have a variety of 
different platform support that gives the customer a diversity to choose from (ETI, 2008). 
Therefore, ETI matches our criteria “Platform Independent” and “Expandable”.  Furthermore, 
ETI is becoming a strong competitor that offers a wide array of options for the professional 
including: Mainframe z/OS, Mainframe VSE, iSeries - OS/400, Windows, Linux Red Hat, Linux 
SUSE, IBM AIX, Sun Solaris, HP-UX, Tandem, DEC UNIX, DEC VMS, and others (ETI, 
2008). Finally, ETI matches also the criteria for “Recovery” and “Backup” (ETI, 2008). 
 

Comparative Analysis 
Price Criteria 

Price was determined to be a subjective criterion that is dependent on the organization’s needs. 
We kept the hardware costs similar across all pieces of software to give a fair estimate of how 
the software costs can differ. MSIS was the most expensive pieces of software essentially 
because they sell licenses and you must use a Microsoft Server operating system. There are 
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heavy costs associated with purchase MSIS as an ETL solution. While the open source PIS 
software solution seems to be the most cost effective, there are heavy fees for support and the 
end user is essentially alone while trying to support the tool. When using an open source 
software, there is a there is a strong reliance on community support. There may be bugs which 
could be potentially costly. We found the forum to be very user friendly, but there is no 
guarantee that you will receive a response. We estimated that the “OS Cost” for PIS, and ETI 
were zero because they have the ability to run on the free Linux OS. We made estimates on the 
ETI software price based on some market research, but were not able to get concrete pricing. An 
overview in criteria for all three programs is shown in table 2.  

 
Table 2 

 

MSIS PIS ETI

$28,000 $0 *$3,000

$30,000 $0 $0

*250 *$125 n/a

$3,000 $3,000 $3,000Hardware Costs

Price

Criteria

License Cost

OS Cost

Support Cost Per Hour

 
 

Functionality Criteria 
 Comparing the functionalities and the criteria’s of each tool against each other reveals 
that there are differences in functionality in ETL tools according to our criteria framework. All 
tools support the basic ETL features which are included in our criteria’s “Basic processing 
support” and “Transformation”. Furthermore, the ETL tools differ in all other functional 
criteria’s. It appears that MSIS offers the most functionality including criteria’s such as “Real-
Time support”, “Secure Packages”, and “Scheduling”. Furthermore, no other ETL Tool matches 
so many functionalities from our criteria’s in our criteria framework. It appears that ETI is 
specialized in performance matching the criteria’s “on-demand support” and “Performance”. The 
“Metadata” engines on both ETI and MSIS seem to be the strongest of the tools, they both offer 
advanced reporting features, and the ability to create data about data. ETI has a great feature that 
allows the software to generate program documentation using only metadata. On the other hand 
ETI supports fewer criterions from our framework than MSIS which matches also the criteria 
“on-demand support” and “Performance”. Still, both programs would satisfy the needs of larger 
enterprise which handle large amounts of data which is does not fit for PIS. Furthermore, PIS 
lacks in criteria’s but offers enough functionalities to satisfy the needs of small and medium 
business which want to import, transform and clean a limited set of data at average speed without 
having fast and resource intense on-demand service. An overview in criteria for all three 
programs is shown in table 3.  
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Table 3 

 

Criteria MS IS PIS ETI

Basic processing support yes yes yes

Performance yes no yes

Transformations yes yes yes

Cleansing no yes yes

Real‐time support yes no no

on‐demand support yes no yes

Secure Packages yes no no

ETL reporting yes no no

Scheduling yes yes no

Metadata yes yes yes

Rollback yes yes n/a

Connectivity yes yes yes

Calculation yes yes yes

Data Warehouse Support yes yes yes

Aggregation yes yes yes

Functionality

 
 

Ease Of Use Criteria 
Comparing the ease of use criteria’s for each tool against each other reveals that there are 

differences as well as similarities in ease of usefulness in ETL tools according to our criteria 
framework. All tools support the basic ETL features which are included in our criteria’s 
“Completeness of the GUI,” “Integrated Toolsets,” and “Source Control.” Furthermore, the ETL 
tools differ in all other ease of usefulness criteria’s such as “Custom Code,” and “Debugging 
Support.” All three evaluated ETL tools have flaws in certain areas and vary per particular 
company that will be utilizing the services that these ETL tools provide. Some tools concentrate 
on improving the overall usefulness of the system in some areas than in others. Such as the case 
in which PIS has created a drag-and-drop environment to ease the creation of transformation 
without having to generate any custom code. Both MSIS and ETI feel that the creation of custom 
code will allow the company to customize their integration services to the needs of the company. 
All three tools have their flaws in their criteria’s but only the company knows what they are 
required to make their business more efficient. An overview in criteria for all three programs is 
show in table 4. 
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Table 4 

 

 
 

Architecture Criteria 
 Comparing the architecture criteria of each tool against each other revealed that there are 
differences in our ETL tools.  Not all programs supports are platform independent and not all 
programs are being able to expand the capability of the software. As we look towards the 
platform independence, MSIS is the only tool that is only Windows based while the others 
support different operating systems.  Furthermore, the criteria “Recovery” and “Backup” are 
matched in all three when a license is purchased with the Enterprise editions for PIS. In our free 
tested edition of PIS the criteria “Recovery” and “Backup” were not supported. An overview in 
criteria for all three programs is shown in table 5. 

 
Table 5 

 

MSIS PIS ETI

no yes yes

no yes yes

yes  no yes

yes no yesBackup

Architecture

Criteria

Platform Independent

Expandable

Recovery

 
Conclusion 

From our research we have concluded that Extraction, Transformation and Loading 
(ETL) tools are at the foundation of Business Intelligence.  Analytical reports would be lost 
without ETL. First data needs to be extracted from the source.  Second, the data must be 
transformed into a unified format. Third, data is loaded into a database or data warehouse.  In our 
comparison of different ETL software tools, we find that only MSIS and ETI are able to satisfy 
the needs of large enterprises. They have the scalability and strength to work with larger datasets. 
The open source program PIS is too slow and has fewer functionalities to satisfy the needs of 
larger organizations. However, PIS may be a good alternative for smaller companies because it 
still offers many of the essential ETL functionalities at little to no cost while only sacrificing 
speed. We decided not to weight our criteria because every organization is different in regards to 
its limiting factors. For example, if price is a breaking point in your budget, your potential ETL 
solutions will be limited when compared to a larger corporation. There are outside variables to 
consider when evaluating an ETL tool. For example the support and training of your staff can 
also be a deciding factor on the success or failure of your project.  Having an experience member 
of your staff who has used one the available ETL tools would greatly enhance your chances of 
success. There is no one solution for everyone. What works for you might not work for another 
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firm. We have outlined our criteria for evaluating potential ETL tools, but ultimately, the 
decision will have to be weighed by your organization and what variables you consider to be 
deciding factors. 
 

Limitations 
 The research was conducted by analyzing the vendor’s website and not by testing and 
benchmarking the programs with real world data. We were not able to install the software on a 
specific set of hardware or validate any sort of performance claims made by the manufacturers. 
We were not able to evaluate the tools in a “hands on” manner and had to make decisions solely 
on the criteria we deemed vital when trying to select the right ETL tool for a general 
organization. We based our criteria off of other market researchers because we do not have a 
strong foundation in business intelligence as of yet. Also, when doing research on an ETL tools 
we found out that ETL was only a small portion of a typical BI suite offered by the vendors. 
Getting exact pricing was difficult because many solutions are tailored to fit an organization’s 
specific needs via quotes. It seems that vendors do not openly list their prices in an effort to 
remain competitive. Testing these programs would have required us to purchase the software at a 
cost of more than $30,000. All in all, we made the best criteria possible by analyzing other 
reports and gathering all the necessary information via the vendor sources.  
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